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Abstract: A very common curb of epidemiological studies for understanding the impact of air
pollution on health is the quality of exposure data available. Many epidemiological studies rely on
empirical modelling techniques, such as land use regression (LUR), to evaluate ambient air exposure.
Previous studies have located monitoring stations in an ad hoc fashion, favouring their placement
in traffic “hot spots”, or in areas deemed subjectively to be of interest to land use and population.
However, ad-hoc placement of monitoring stations may lead to uninformed decisions for long-term
exposure analysis. This paper introduces a systematic approach for identifying the location of air
quality monitoring stations. It combines the flexibility of LUR with the ability to put weights on
priority areas such as highly-populated regions, to minimise the spatial mean predictor error. Testing
the approach over the study area has shown that it leads to a significant drop of the mean prediction
error (99.87% without spatial weights; 99.94% with spatial weights in the study area). The results of
this work can guide the selection of sites while expanding or creating air quality monitoring networks
for robust LUR estimations with minimal prediction errors.

Keywords: air quality monitoring; land use regression; monitoring location optimisation; simulated
annealing; spatial mean prediction error

1. Introduction

According to United Nations estimates [1], 66% of the total world population is expected to be
living in the urban spaces by 2050. At the same time, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD) projects that by 2050 air pollution will be the top environmental cause
of mortality worldwide [2]. Given this unprecedented global urbanisation along with the threat of
air pollution, the need for efforts for sustainable air pollution control emerges as the desired goal for
present and future urban health and well being in cities. Human health is closely linked to the air we
breathe. Policy makers and scientists are showing an increased interest in air pollution data at a higher
spatial resolution, because of growing health effects of chronic exposure to ambient air pollution [3,4].
Several studies have reflected on the impact of adverse air quality on human health [5,6]. According to
the World Health Organisation (WHO), globally, one in eight deaths is associated with air pollution [7].
Various recent studies from spatial epidemiology and public health have developed a specific interest
in traffic pollution [8,9]. Assessment of long-term exposure to air pollution has been a challenge
because of a highly varying spatial pollution concentration in urban spaces.

Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) has been identified as one of the harmful pollutants affecting the quality
of life of population [10,11]. Other pollutants of interest include fine particles (PM2.5), elemental
carbon (EC), and Ozone (O3); each has been linked to respiratory diseases and vehicular emissions [12].
Describing the pathways from the generation of emission, dispersion and chemical transformation of
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pollutants in ambient air is very challenging because of its high variability over space and time [13].
To represent this intraurban variability in pollutant concentrations, various sophisticated exposure
assessment methods were used in the recent past [9,14]. There are also several research efforts
investigating air pollution modelling approaches using machine learning and other computationally
intensive methods [15–17]. Dispersion models that simulate pollutants’ dispersion and reaction in
the atmosphere are also often infeasible at higher spatial resolution throughout larger areas. These
methods require measurements from the monitoring station (directly or indirectly) and data calculated
by meteorological prediction models as inputs for predicting the extreme values of air pollutants.
However, these approaches are not well suited for situations where data is scarce.

GIS and spatial analysis have increasingly become an essential tool for air pollution monitoring [18].
Interpolation of pollution data collected by regulatory air quality monitoring stations can help in regional
patterns, but the air quality monitoring networks are very sparsely arranged to collect informed data at
a city level. Land Use Regression (LUR) models are helpful to take into account air pollution variability
with in the cities. LUR models are a promising alternative to these conventional approaches as they
establish the relationship between easily accessible land use characteristics and pollutant measurement.
LUR models also require the pollutant measurements collected at the monitoring sites to select the
independent variables, but are less data intensive than the other air pollution monitoring methods
mentioned above.

The present study introduces an air quality monitoring network design (MND) optimisation
method and demonstrates its applicability for the city of Münster (Germany). A LUR model was
selected based on Beelen et al. [19] to model the NO2 distribution in the study area. The selection of
this LUR model assumes that it asserts the knowledge about the real NO2 distribution for the study
area considering predictors. The predictors of the regression model were then used as the input to
the optimisation method. The primary objective for the method developed in this study is to find the
combination of locations which minimise the spatial mean prediction error over the entire study area
for two contexts: (1) without using any weighted function; and (2) with a spatial population weighted
function for high population density areas. There are two significant innovations for the proposed
method. First, the flexibility to identify optimal locations for air quality monitoring devices without
the obligation to feed in air quality monitoring station measurements. The method exploits variables
as input data which do not include pollutants concentration values (or measurements from monitoring
stations), and relies on predictors of an LUR model which are easily accessible for all the locations in the
study area. Second, the determination of the locations of new monitoring stations, which can optimally
contribute to improve air quality monitoring efforts (and help lessen data scarcity challenges).

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives a brief overview of the previous research
conducted in this area. In Section 3, we describe the study area and the data considered for the
optimisation method. We propose the optimisation method adopted as the criterion for air quality
MND in Section 4. Section 5 presents the results of the proposed method. Finally, Section 6 points at
the limitations of the work, and Section 7 concludes the article.

2. Related Work

Understanding the effect of pollution on city residents requires a monitoring network that can
provide a representative view of the experiences across the population [20,21]. In an urban space,
a network of monitoring stations can routinely measure pollutants concentration in space and time.
However, placing only a few centrally located monitoring stations is not very helpful for assessing the
spatial variability of air pollution over an urban area [22]. The measurement of spatial air pollutant
concentration variation was ineffective with single monitoring stations [23]. Since the process of air
pollution monitoring for capturing spatial variability is costly and time-consuming [24], it is highly
desirable to find the air quality MND which can use an optimal number of measurement devices
and reduce costs [25]. In general, the objective of air pollution monitoring network concerns spatial
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representativeness (i.e., siting criteria, including fixed or mobile sites and numbers of sites), temporal
resolution, and accuracy of measurement [26].

An optimal air quality MND is essential for air pollution management [27,28]. The MND can
be determined by its placement criteria based on study objectives. The determination of spatial and
temporal variations in the air pollutant concentration and its degradation are two widely used underline
consideration for choosing the air quality MND [29]. MND selection can be considered as an optimisation
problem, i.e., searching for the best combination of potential locations [30]. The process of comparing all
possible combinations of locations and determining the optimal configuration is practically intensive,
especially when optimisation aims involve multiple variables and multiple objectives for the vast
area. An heuristic approach such as spatial simulated annealing (SSA) can be helpful in solving the
optimisation problems for location selection at different scales [31,32]. Many studies have extended
the optimisation criterion for various other constraints, such as protecting sensitivity receptors (e.g.,
population districts and historic buildings), response to emission sources nearby, and minimising
costs [29,33,34]. Because of these increasingly complex constraints, optimisation of MND for monitoring
air pollution is considered a demanding task [31].

Although various approaches discussed previously have been put forward to make valuable
progress, only a few have focused on the challenge of setting up a new monitoring network,
and of revision and redistribution of an existing air quality MND considering their optimisation
for robust LUR estimation. The primary goal of developing LUR is to predict air pollutant values,
and this can help in deriving information about the exposure to harmful air quality at the city
level. The evaluation of LUR models has been limited to the number of measurements available
in a monitoring campaign [35]. In some cases (such as in our study with two), no or very few air
quality monitoring measurement stations exist. Selection of new monitoring sites without air pollution
data create an issue, as one aspect of the accuracy of the monitoring devices and related estimations
deals with the aspect of “where" the data is collected.

Few studies indicated that the robustness of the LUR model to predict air pollution can be
improved when more monitoring sites can be considered [36]. Other studies argue that the variability
of monitoring sites is more important than the number of monitoring sites. This implies that a LUR
model can be more robust when a large variety of land use characteristics are considered for monitoring
network design (see [37]). In a recent work, Wu et al. [38] pointed at two current gaps in research of
LUR development: the lack of rigorous methods to determine the number of monitoring sites, and the
lack of systematic ways of finding out the distribution of these monitoring sites. Wu et al. [38] also
examined the aspect of tackling the number and distribution for monitoring sites required to develop
LUR, but the selection criteria for optimal location selection was judged based on manual land use
entities rules. The question of how to systematically place monitoring stations of an air quality monitoring
network is the main focus in this article.

3. Material

The method was applied to the city of Münster in North Rhine Westphalia, Germany (51.96◦ N,
7.63◦ E). Münster is one of the 42 agglomeration areas and one of Germany’s biggest cities in terms of
area (303 km2 ), as shown in Figure 1a. The city is divided into six administrative districts with nearly
half the city’s area being agricultural, resulting in a low average population density of approximately
900 inhabitants per km2, but with a population density of about 10,000 inhabitants per km2 in the city
centre. For analysis, the whole city is divided into 599 grid cells of 1 km2, as shown in Figure 1b.

As often happens for a mid-sized city in Europe, air quality data are collected by only two
monitoring stations for the whole study area [20], and this is clearly insufficient for performing any
meaningful geostatistical analysis. Moreover, various other air quality models such as CHIMERE,
LOTOS-EUROS, and ENSEMBLE models [39] for retrieving air quality data were not very helpful,
because the resolution of these models were meagre compared to the area of study. We can only represent
nine cells of these standard models output for our area of interest (as shown in Figure 2). Since the data
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were not available for more than two monitoring stations in Münster, we added 14 simulated locations as
existing air quality monitoring locations (n = 14+ 2 = 16) in the MND during the study. The simulation
of these 14 locations was based on the argument of Ryan and LeMasters [37] for considering different
land use types, and a special focus on populated areas in city (see Figures 1a and A1). We assume that
the knowledge about selected LUR in the study can represent the actual state of the NO2 concentration
in the study area and hence predictors selected in the regression can be used to judge the performance of
the proposed optimisation method.

(a) (b)

Figure 1. Study area: City of Münster. (a) Administrative boundary and monitoring station locations
in the study area. (b) Study area divided into 599 grid cells.

Figure 2. NO2 concentration (µg/m3) map predicted by CHIMERE model as of 20 October 2017
for Münster.
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In recent years, LUR has been a choice for various epidemiological and health studies to explain
exposure [9]. In addition, this method demonstrates a better or an equivalent performance to other
geostatistical methodologies such as kriging and conventional dispersion models [35]. The structure
of the LUR method varies depending on the study objective and available data (i.e., number of
variables, different distances and buffer sizes) due to location and size of the areas (i.e., city, state,
and nation). In any case, a model typically involves information about traffic, road type & length,
land use, and population. LUR uses multiple linear regression to derive the relation between air
pollutant concentration and known variables at a location or its surroundings. It is then applied to
unmeasured locations to predict a spatially resolved average air pollution values. The regression
model is of the form :

y = Xβ + ε (1)

where

• y is an n × 1 vector of air pollution concentration from monitoring sites at any particular time
(in our case annual mean NO2 concentration at monitoring stations);

• X is an n × k matrix with observations of k independent variables for the n available air pollution
monitoring stations;

• β is a k × 1 vector of unknown parameters that we want to estimate; and
• ε is an n × 1 vector of errors, assumed to be independent and identically distributed.

The main strength of LUR is the empirical structure of the regression mapping and its relatively
simple input/low cost (compare to dispersion modelling). A well established study for LUR model,
European Study of Cohorts for Air Pollution Effects (ESCAPE), has been applied to develop local LUR
models for 36 European regions for NOx, and nitrogen dioxide (NO2) [19] to explain the impact of long
term exposure of air pollution on health. Methods were also hypothesised to improve the accuracy and
prediction power of the LUR models using various approaches such as random forests [40]. However,
the number and distribution of monitoring sites to build LUR models were identified as one of the
critical factors affecting the quality of LUR outcomes in previous studies [38]. Various methods were
adopted in the recent past which can help in determining the number and distribution of monitoring
sites [29,31]. Few previous studies also evaluated the impact of the number of monitoring sites on LUR
model results [41,42], but the influence of the spatial distribution of monitoring sites remains poorly
understood. Since monitoring stations cannot be placed everywhere, the monitoring network must be
used in a way that it represents critical pollutant levels where there are no monitoring stations. A viable
alternative to address the constraint of monitoring station data availability could be to consider the
spread of predictor variables which are available for all the locations in study area for identifying the
optimal locations which can help in improving LUR robustness.

For our study, a LUR model was selected, assuming it represents annual average NO2 for the
study area, pursuing the standardised predictors selected from the ESCAPE study [19]. GIS analyses
were conducted to derive the discrete values of predictors at all potential monitoring station locations
included in this study based on the selected LUR model. The predictor values were derived using the
open geospatial data gathered from various sources, e.g. road network and building datasets were
obtained from OpenStreetMap [43]. These datasets were used to calculate the total length of major
roads, minor roads and building counts in varying buffers sizes of 25, 50, 100, 300, 500, 1000, and
5000 m. We also calculated the distances to the nearest major or minor roads data for each monitoring
location. The city council of Münster provided traffic intensity data on major roads. Minor roads
traffic intensity was calculated by spreading the 25% of the total vehicles in the city based on its length.
CORINE land cover data of 2012 were used to extract the land use information around the monitoring
station in the buffers. The land cover classification from CORINE was regrouped into high-density
residential land, low-density residential land, industry, port, urban green, semi-natural and forest
areas. We calculated the surface area of each land use regrouped in each buffer considered in the study.
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After model selection, predictors involved (Table 1) were further utilised in the study for identifying
the combination of optimal locations for air pollution monitoring network.

Table 1. LUR variables selected.

Variable Variable Description

rdcount_1000 Road count in 1000 m buffer
minrdcount_100 Minor road count in 100 m buffer
minrdcount_500 Minor road count in 500 m buffer
rdlength_100 Road length count in 100 m buffer
rdlength_5000 Road length count in 5000 m buffer
rdlength_50 Road length count in 50 m buffer
mjrdlength_300 Major road length count in 300 m buffer
dist.mjrd Distance to major roads
minrdlength_5000 Minor road count in 5000 m

4. Method

Our knowledge of air pollution monitoring is largely based on limited data. The present paper
takes a new look at MND using a new optimisation method which identifies the potential locations
in the study area. The optimisation methods were developed to identify the new MNDs by random
perturbation over potential locations, considering associated predictors within the LUR models.
The random selection of the monitoring sites, and the optimisation of their spatial distribution in the
study area was implemented using Spatial Simulated Annealing (SSA).

4.1. Spatial Simulated Annealing (SSA)

Having an objective before initiating the monitoring campaign is helpful in distributing the
sensors optimally. The objective must be in agreement with the aim of the study. If the objective
requires monitoring the excess level of pollutants, one approach is to locate the monitoring sites in
the study area where pollutants concentration is higher. Usually, such design of the network is in
agreement with the intention to monitor the maximum exposure values, and it does not represent the
whole picture about the air pollution in the city. Air quality varies on a comparatively small scale, as the
pollutant concentration at a particular place relies heavily on local emission sources, structures and
atmospheric flow conditions [22,44,45]. The location selection for MND can be optimised numerically
using approaches such as geostatistical surveys, where probability sampling is not considered [46].
Finding the optimal locations for monitoring networks manually is practically impossible given the
extraordinary number of possible combinations, even with the coarse grid than we considered for our
study. This process can be automated by using the spatial numerical search algorithm called spatial
simulated annealing (SSA). The method implements optimisation by generating a sequence of new
possible monitoring locations. A new monitoring location is considered by selecting random locations
and shifting them in a random direction over the random distance in two dimensional space defined
in the optimisation process. After each such perturbation, the mismatch between the current MND’s
discrete value and the observed new MND’s value is quantified for combination of locations according
to a predefined optimisation criterion function. In the 2000s, van Groenigen [32] introduced a simulated
annealing algorithm as a method to find the spatial distributions of monitoring points based on an
optimisation criterion function. Over the years, the approach has been used for investigating optimal
sample designs for criterion as variogram estimation [47], thinning existing sampling networks [48],
optimisation of geostatistical surveys [49], phased sampling designs for containment urban soil [50],
and Kriging with External Drift (KED) variance minimisation for rainfall prediction [51], to name just
a few.

The SSA approach to finding an optimal monitoring design involves the minimisation of the
optimisation criterion value using an objective function such as the average kriging variance across
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the area of interest [32]. The optimal location identification problem is formalised as a single-objective
optimisation function, pointing at criteria involving discrete-valued variables. For some monitoring
design objectives, the optimality of a particular combination of monitoring sites may be judged based
on more than one criterion, considering not only the quality of the resulting information obtained but
also the cost of acquiring the data.

4.2. Optimisation Criterion Estimation

The optimal MND is the configuration for which the criterion chosen is minimal. The criterion
we used in this study is to minimise the spatial mean prediction error for the selected LUR model.
Under the assumption of independent and identically distributed (IID) errors, the (ordinary least
squares) estimator β̂ of β is a linear combination of the observations y:

β̂ = (X′X)−1X′y (2)

and the predicted pollutant concentration ŷo for a new location with predictor variables xo is given by

ŷo = xo β̂ (3)

with xo the k × 1 vector with predictor variables at that location.
The estimation error in β is

Var(β̂− β) = (X′X)−1σ2 (4)

and hence the error in ŷo is

Var(ŷo − yo) = Var(xo β̂− xoβ) = xoVar(β̂− β)x′o = xo(X′X)−1x′oσ2 (5)

with σ2 the variance of ε.
Considering a two-dimensional study area A, we want to decrease the prediction error using n

observation sites using a network design Dn. The optimisation process starts with a existing MND
(can also be done using randomly selected monitoring design) D0 ∈ Dn, consisting of observation
points so, . . . , sn with corresponding predictor variable vectors xo, . . . , xn. At the first optimisation
step, the monitoring sites are transformed into a random vector with only one element different from
the initial, yielding a new monitoring design D1. During the optimisation process, the prediction error
is calculated at each node of the rasterised study area A.

The different monitoring sites in the MND are supposed to cover a diverse range of representative
areas. Therefore, to optimise the MND considering all the sites in MND, we average over all potential
locations so inside the study area A. Since σ2 acts as a constant, we leave it out and use as criterion:

1
|A| ∑

xo∈A
xo(X′X)−1x′o (6)

with |A| the size of the area (expressed as the number of grid cells representing the area). In this
optimisation criterion, manipulating the MND leads to the modification of X.

The typical aim for air pollution monitoring is to accurately measure air quality and understand
the impact of ambient air pollution on population. However, because of the limited number of possible
monitoring station sites, we need to prioritise the MND optimisation in a way that it can help in
collecting precise information about air quality in the residential area of the cities. With this aim, we
fine tuned the above mentioned optimisation method to identify the optimal locations which can help
in decreasing the spatial mean prediction error prioritising areas where the population resides. This
newly extended optimisation criterion can be written as:
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1
|A| ∑

xo∈A
P(so)(xo(X′X)−1x′o) (7)

where P(so) is the population at location so. We established the weight for our study by focusing on
the areas with more than 1500 houses per grid cells (see Figure A1 in Appendix A).

We use as scenario a setting where (due, e.g., to budget and infrastructure constraints) the number
of air quality monitors deployed n are fixed. We aim to find the optimal locations for the specific n
monitors, which can help in developing the robust LUR model for cities. The optimisation method
developed in this section will allow us to compare the different possible combinations for optimal MND.
In this study, we only consider a static design for the monitoring network, i.e., locations of the network
do not change over time. With a finite number of candidate locations N derived by discretising the
whole study area A, we can get Nn combinations, and select the one which minimises the optimisation
criterion. Every time a new possible MND is generated, the optimisation criterion mentioned earlier
is calculated and compared with the criterion value of the previously selected monitoring design.
The new location will be accepted if the MND leads to a smaller optimisation criterion overall. If the
MND leads to a larger optimisation criterion, the new design might sometimes be accepted, based on
the probability of acceptance defined in the parameters of the annealing algorithm, expressed as:

P(acceptance) = e
e(old)−e(new)

temperature (8)

where temperature is a control parameter which controls the number of remaining iterations.
The temperature defined in the annealing algorithm decreases from a positive starting value to
zero as the count of iterations increases. From Equation (8), we see that, at a given temperature,
the larger the increase in criterion value, the smaller will be its probability to accept a worse network
design. In addition, for lower values for temperature (at larger number of iterations), the probability of
accepting a worse design becomes lower. The repetition for a new design creation continues until the
total number of defined iterations has been achieved. We refer to the work of Heuvelink et al. [52] for
a more detailed explanation of the optimisation algorithm used in our study.

4.3. The Optimisation Procedure

The steps of the optimisation algorithm are the following:

1. A LUR model is chosen for the study area by selecting predictors that explain the air
pollutant considered.

2. An initial (possibly existing) monitoring design D0 is defined, consisting of n observations to
be optimised.

3. The area of study A is discretised, the raster is defined with N raster nodes.
4. The optimisation criterion (proportional to average prediction error over A) is calculated using

Equation (6) or Equation (7);
5. D0 is modified, returning a monitoring design D1 and the new mean prediction error is calculated
6. A new monitoring design is accepted if it reduced the optimisation criterion value or rejected as

the basis for further optimisation based on Equation (8).
7. The optimisation continues until the proposal monitoring designs are no longer accepted, based

on energy transition and iteration parameters.

The schematic overview of the proposed optimisation method described above is shown in
Figure 3. All geospatial and statistical calculations for the study were conducted using the R packages
sp [53], sf [54]. For running SSA, we used the R package spsann [55]. The source code for the proposed
optimisation method can be accessed from Github [56].
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Figure 3. Schematic overview of the proposed optimisation method. Since no LUR regression model
was available for the study area at the moment of the analysis, the LUR model from the ESCAPE study
was used in this paper.
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5. Results

Nine (out of 58) predictor variables were used from the selected LUR model (Table 1).
The variables were selected based on the existing knowledge about their relationship with the pollution
concentration data and their inclusion in previous LUR models [19]. We used all 599 raster cell as the
potential locations for monitoring stations and the associated values of selected predictors at those
locations in SSA to find the optimal MND. The inputs for running both of our optimisation algorithms
require a raster grid with potential sites (599 cells) for monitoring stations, the predictor of the LUR as
covariates for each raster cell, an initial monitoring network design D0 with the location of existing
monitoring stations, the temperature and the probability of acceptance parameters for annealing.

5.1. Optimisation without a Weighted Function for the Study Area

The optimal MND identification started with n = 16 monitoring network points, based on already
existing monitoring network design (D0). The method iterated to select any MND which can minimise
the criterion value recognising the optimisation method (Equation (6)), and representing a minimum
spatial mean prediction error for the study area. Figure 4 represents the criterion values achieved
at different probability parameter values while keeping other annealing parameters constant during
the whole process. Figure 5 shows that several worsened designs were accepted in the beginning,
succeeding that the mean prediction error steadily decreased. After about 3500 iterations, no substantial
further reduction was achieved, indicating that the algorithm reached a nearly optimum configuration
design, as was confirmed by observing the similar patterns of decline at different runs. Overall,
the defined criterion was considerably dropped from 156.5 to 0.1918595 with 0.3 as probability of
acceptance, which shows an improvement of about 99.87%.

It can be inferred from the results in Figure 6 that the final optimised monitoring locations have
a larger density around the city centre than in the initial monitoring design, and this is consistent with
the population-based optimisation criterion for MND defined earlier.

Figure 4. Spatial mean prediction error achieved by SSA at different probabilities of acceptance using
the optimisation method without weights.
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Figure 5. Energy transition while running optimisation in SSA using parameters of 0.3 probability of
acceptance after removing five higher values.

(a) (b)

Figure 6. Monitoring network designs realised after using the first optimisation criterion. (a) Initial
monitoring network design (D0). (b) Optimised monitoring network design after using criterion.

5.2. Optimisation with a Population Weighted Function for the Study Area

After realising the optimal MND that represents the least spatial mean prediction error for the
study area, we considered focusing on the areas with high population density (calculated based
on the number of residential buildings around each potential location for the monitoring stations).
Equation (7) was used as a criterion for implementing the weighted optimisation method.

Again, the configuration was considered optimal based on the least energy (spatial mean prediction
error) obtained during the calculation of the criterion value at various probabilities (Figure 7). Figure 8
shows the optimised monitoring design obtained after running the algorithm. As a comparison with
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Figure 6b, an alternative design was obtained using the weighted spatial areas of highly populated
housing areas (see Figure A1). The new monitoring design has a close resemblance to the previous
optimal configuration but this time with more emphasis on the area with weight (green areas in the
Figure 8b represents populated housing areas) than on areas with no weight (or non-housing areas).
The optimised MND represents a significant drop in the spatial mean prediction error, from 571,492.23 to
332.8651, a difference of about 99.94%. The optimal configuration obtained at various other probability
of acceptance presented graphically can be found in Appendix C. The optimised monitoring networks
also placed the monitor locations towards the boundary of the study area. This is a well-known effect
while running SSA, expressed by van Groenigen [32] in the literature.

Figure 7. Spatial mean prediction error achieved by SSA at different probability of acceptance using
optimisation method with population weighted criterion.

(a) (b)

Figure 8. Monitoring network designs obtained using a population weighted optimisation criterion. (a) Initial
monitoring network design (D0). (b) Monitoring network design after population weighted optimisation.
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5.3. Sensitivity of the Optimisation Methods

The distribution of optimal monitoring sites at various locations and its criterion values can
be influenced by various parameters or with different iterations. Indeed, SSA is a stochastic
algorithm and does not generate a unique spatial distribution of monitoring stations at each run
(i.e., algorithm execution). To investigate the variation in final criterion values for each complete
process of optimisation, we ran the algorithm 15 times each for both without weighted optimisation
and with population weighted area optimisation. The 15 runs for each involve exactly the same
parameters and the probability of acceptance as the run with the least optimisation criterion values
according to the graphs of previous runs (see Figures 4 and 7) (i.e., 0.3 probability of acceptance for
non weighted and 0.1 probability of acceptance for weighted area, respectively). Figure 9 shows the
results of the investigation for change in optimal criterion values. The resulting energy state for the
optimisation criterion without weights returned values with mean 0.2058 and standard deviation of
0.0091 or 4.42%. In the case of the population-weighted optimisation run, the criterion values obtained
were with the mean of 398.030 and standard deviation of 31.53 or 7.3%. These small deviations from
the mean values can be considered as insignificant in comparison with the improvement of around
99% in spatial mean prediction error for both the methods.

Besides the variation of final criterion values per run, the sensitivity of our method to the number
of monitoring stations in the optimisation method was also investigated. For this, we changed the
numbers of monitoring sites in the input parameters. Figure 10 compares the criterion value obtained
at a different monitoring station involved in the optimisation method. We again used the same
optimisation method parameters with the least criterion values of 0.3 and 0.1 probability of acceptance
from the results obtained in previous runs (Figures 4 and 7) for this investigation. More monitoring
stations yielded better results; the spatial mean prediction error decreased with a increase in monitoring
sites. However, we kept other parameters such as initial temperature, chains and temperature change
for all the optimisation runs unchanged. It would be interesting to investigate the influence of the
change in parameters and number of monitoring stations on the outcome of the optimisation method.

(a) For optimisation without weights.

Figure 9. Cont.
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(b) For population weighted optimisation.

Figure 9. Deviation of the spatial mean prediction error values from mean value obtained after
15 repetitions with same parameters.

(a) Using optimisation method without weights (0.3 Probability of acceptance).

Figure 10. Cont.
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(b) Using population weighted optimisation method (0.1 probability of acceptance).

Figure 10. Summary of least spatial mean prediction error values obtained for different numbers of
monitoring stations .

5.4. Comparative Analysis

From the above results, we can infer that the combinations of locations obtained from our
optimisation methods employed in the selected study area give satisfactory results towards the
development of a reliable, less assumption based, less data intensive, easy to use and low-cost methods
for identifying the optimal location for air quality monitoring at a city level. The proposed methods
also consider the enhanced efforts to anticipate areas of more importance (such as residential areas)
in cities for planning air pollution monitoring network, without using pollutants monitoring station
values as inputs.

Since LUR have been a useful exposure estimation method in various epidemiological and public
health studies. Location optimisation considering such methods can be useful to understand exposure
in cities. At this point, it could be useful to compare the results of the proposed methods with results
from previous similar research works [27–29,33,34,38], where other strategies were adopted to identify
the optimal locations for air quality MND. The main difference with these approaches is that the
proposed optimisation method used LUR predictor variables values which are available for all the
candidate locations of the study area for optimal location identification, rather than the computationally
intensive datasets inputs from dispersion models (which sometime are not accessible at the city level).
The proposed method tries to address the fundamental input data required for air quality monitoring
initiatives with the significant decrease in the assumption parameter involvement in the previous
studies (such as dispersion model or emission sources and its assumptions) for location optimisation.
In addition, the proposed method is more flexible and low cost compared to others, as it uses the easily
accessible geospatial data for LUR estimation. The approach is also less data intensive compared to
other existing approaches for optimal design of MND [28,33,34]. Moreover, few of the methods in the
literature are suitable for application on a smaller scale, such as cities, because of spatial resolution
limits of the input datasets [29,38]. As illustrated in Section 5.2, the current method does not suffer
from this drawback, and is applicable at the city level.
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6. Discussion

In this paper, we have presented an optimisation method that can help identifying the optimal
MND for robust LUR estimations. The method utilises the predictors selected in the regression
model for optimal location identification. The optimisation method shown in this study was initially
developed to select the combination of locations which can represent the least spatial mean prediction
error in air pollution estimation without giving weights to any specific regions in the study area.
Figure 6 presented the outcome obtained by applying this optimisation method. Furthermore,
to consider the relevance of precise air pollution information close to population, the initial optimisation
method was further adapted to prioritise the specific regions of importance in the study area.
The weights for the population were added to the optimisation method for identifying the optimal
combination of locations that minimise the spatial mean prediction error while prioritising populated
regions in the study area. SSA was used to implement the optimisation. Figure 8 showed the results of
the modified optimisation method for the study area. Overall, the proposed approach can be of interest
to air quality management authorities, researchers trying to monitor the air pollution, particularly if
considering LUR estimation methods, and to the city councils to better collect air quality data in future.
As discussed in Gupta et al. [57], it has the potential of addressing big data challenges in environmental
monitoring. The method can also be of use in other domains, such as sound pollution studies, which
also utilise land use regression estimations.

The standard criteria used for ambient air quality assessment are the number and locations of
monitoring stations. The number of monitoring stations and locations affects the degree of detail for
pollution monitoring across regions. According to the EU directive of 2008 [20], a minimum of one
monitoring station per million inhabitants over agglomerations and additional urban areas of more
than 100,000 inhabitants is required for placing air quality monitoring stations. A large number of EU
member states seems to follow the strict minimum regarding number of monitoring stations, and this
leads to a low resolution air quality data inventory for cities. Previous work has shown that using
a limited number of monitoring stations in cities will not be sufficient for determining the patterns of
air pollutants due to their complex behaviour [31]. Given that the collection of ambient air quality data
is not possible at all locations in the study area, optimising the distribution of monitoring stations can
help in collecting precise representative information for all the locations in the study area.

Randomly selecting monitoring station locations in the area could result in a clustered or dispersed
design which may be ineffective and not representative for the real aim of the study. The efficiency
of spatial monitoring design can be increased by embedding prior knowledge about the random
field [58]. According to [28], the design of monitoring network involves three significant considerations:
(1) determining the design criteria; (2) estimating the concentration of pollutant; and (3) solving
an optimisation problem. The proposed optimisation methods favour all three considerations. Firstly,
it takes into account the design criterion which focuses on identifying the combination of locations
for decreasing the spatial mean prediction error in the area. Secondly, the selection of MND in the
optimisation method is dependent on the linear function of predictors which estimate air pollution
concentration. The optimal design will decrease the error for the estimated air pollution values based
on predictors involved in the optimisation process. Figure A2 in Appendix B shows the histograms of
various predictors used in the present optimisation study. It is worth mentioning here that the selection
of predictors for optimisation may differ from those considered in the ESCAPE study if real data about
monitoring stations is available or the number of monitoring stations involved in the initial monitoring
design (D0) changes for area-specific LUR estimations. Lastly, the proposed optimisation methods in
the current study can help in solving the problem for robust LUR estimation for the study area by
identifying the optimal location underlying the specific LUR model. The weight-based optimisation
method also supports solving the optimisation problem based on a specific goal of the study by
prioritising specific regions in the study area. The final optimal MNDs obtained from the proposed
optimisation method were successful in selecting a combination of the broad range of locations (such
as roads or residential areas) while also giving higher priority in the area-weighted optimisation. Thus,
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we complement the finding of Wu et al. [38] regarding the advantage of mixed site MND for LUR
exposure analyses.

This study optimised MND by minimising the spatial mean prediction error while using a given
LUR model. To the best of our knowledge, such an approach has not been used before concerning
LUR based air quality monitoring network optimisation. It is essential to find the optimal locations
for the case of future monitoring campaigns plans to readjust the existing network or to develop
a new MND for the city. The two significant advantages of the proposed optimisation method are:
(1) flexible covariate integration, which allows the integration of other possible variables of interest
for optimisation; and (2) autonomy to monitoring data, hence avoiding dependencies on monitoring
data for identifying locations for MND. Overall, the flexibility offered by the proposed methods
can be helpful in developing the optimal MND for the area with no or negligible amount of air
pollution monitoring data. Furthermore, we would like to emphasise that this method only applies
to optimisation of the MND based on an already selected LUR model. In case of unavailability of air
pollution monitoring data for estimating LUR, various already existing standard LUR models (e.g.,
ESCAPE [19]) regression models can be considered for optimising the MND as we did in our study.
This particular advantage can help in setting up the air pollution monitoring network from a very
early stage for underlying a selected LUR model. Another significant advantage of the proposed
methods can be to overcome the limitation of the LUR models concerning transferability. According
to Hoek et al. [35], transferability of LUR models depends on the similarity of the area regarding
land use. On the other hand, Johnson et al. [59] stated that LUR models are not transferable most
of the time. With the help of the proposed method, it is possible to initiate air quality monitoring
considering the specific LUR of interest hence making it transferable. Based on the study focused on
transferability by Allen et al. [60], it was suggested that locally calibrated models performed better
than the transferred model. The proposed method can be used as a tool for transferring the selected
model and re-calibrating it locally by optimising the locations of monitoring station using predictors.
Furthermore, the method provides resilience for increments and decrements of weights as per the aim
for distribution of monitoring sites.

Limitations and Future Work

There are also limitations to the proposed method. First, the selection of a LUR model is vital for
implementing the optimisation method, which means that, in the case of unavailability of monitoring
station data for LUR model estimation, the regression model needs to be assumed from previous
studies. In this case, the selection would be arbitrary, and may not provide a correct representation of
the air pollution variability in the area of study. The availability of data and selection procedures for
predictors selection in regression model also impacts the outcome. Second, the underlying assumptions
of multiple regression concerning linearity between dependent and independent variables in the
regression, independence and normal distribution of error term may create bias in the interpretation of
the final results, which are the typical limitations for many simplistic LUR based studies. Third,
the initial MND (D0) considered in the study is comprised of 16 monitoring stations, of which
14 locations are simulated, and 2 originally had a known location. These two stations, in reality, will not
be considered for relocation easily based on various objective functions. Further research should be
dedicated to fine tune the existing criterion functions which can restrict perturbation of permanently
located monitoring stations but only allowing optimal location identification for additional monitoring
stations [32]. These limitations also highlight the difficulty of having proper data about air pollution
and concerning predictors. There may also be several other sources which can inherit errors, concerning
the open data and simulated locations of monitoring stations used in the study. Although many
optimisation methods have already been developed, the flexibility offered by our method provides
room for more insights to be considered for optimisation in the future. For example, taking into account
the geographical information, preliminary observations, and information on the spatial correlation
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could have helped in improving MND optimisation strategy [49,51,61]. We have not considered using
such optimisation constraints in the current study, but they could be integrated during future research.

Future work will include the testing of the method with other datasets in different cities. As to the
potential of low-cost sensors to increase the spatial coverage of air pollution monitoring (which has
been a matter of discussion in recent years, see [62]), the proposed method can be further extended for
decisions making process about where one should deploy low-cost sensors for air pollution monitoring
in cities. Further data collection is required to determine precisely how air pollution monitoring
network can be developed and optimised considering various LUR models for higher resolution air
pollution monitoring in the study area. Further studies can also be carried out, utilising enhanced data
collection procedures including systemic crowd-sourcing approaches and higher resolution remote
sensing data from the various missions (such as Sentinel-4 and -5P), to enable air pollution monitoring
efforts at the higher spatial scale in cities. Thus, encouraging the efficient monitoring of air pollution
distribution and gathering information about the possible exposure of the population can serve as
a base for improving environmental sustainability and urban health.

7. Conclusions

LUR models provide the opportunity to take into account within-city variability of air pollution
concentration for epidemiological and public health studies. In the present study, we aimed at
improving the robustness of LUR by identifying the combination of locations which can decrease
the spatial mean prediction error for air quality estimation in the cities. A statistical optimisation
method was developed to optimise locations in the study area. The initial version of the optimisation
method focused on identifying the locations for MND which can help in representing the air pollution
estimates with minimal spatial mean prediction error considering an area of interest. This version
was then further modified to include the weighted function of the population to determine optimal
locations which can represent the estimates with least spatial mean prediction error in high density
populated spaces of the study area. The methods require all predictor variables in selected LUR to be
known at all of the potential locations for calculating their significance in the optimisation process.
The optimisation method does not rely on monitoring station data for monitoring site placement,
thus giving independence for planning and readjustments of the optimal air quality MND for the
cities with no or insignificant amount of air quality data. Furthermore, we demonstrated that, by
distinguishing between weighted areas, the optimisation method could be a helpful tool in air quality
monitoring and exposure studies. The proposed optimisation method is an efficient way to achieve air
quality estimates with minimal prediction errors to understand air pollution variability and support
the sustainable air quality control efforts for the urban spaces. One possible extension of the method
could be the inclusion of Wu and co-workers’ work on selecting the number of monitoring stations
required and their optimal design for robust LUR estimation. Moreover, the possibility to prioritise
particular areas of interest may be considered as a useful control in the air quality control and exposure
assessment related decision-making processes. Additional further work could include assessing how
the method performs when provided with various quality of LUR models and data sources for a given
urban area as input.In all, the proposed optimisation method can be a helpful tool in air quality MND
that enables LUR estimations with fewer errors for preventing air pollution exposure and advancing
urban health sustainability.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

MND Monitoring Network Design
LUR Land Use Regression
ESCAPE European Study of Cohorts for Air Pollution Effects
OECD Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
WHO World Health Organisation
PM Particulate Matter
EC Elemental Carbon
O3 Ozone
CORINE coordination of information on the environment

Appendix A

This section contain the map of the study area to represent the spread of data populated housing areas.
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Figure A1. Populated housing area map with initial monitoring station locations (red plus signs) for
study area.

Appendix B

The following image shows the histogram of all the predictor variables used in the study as
described in Table 1.
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Figure A2. Histogram of predictor variables for LUR used in the study.
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Appendix C

In this section, we show all the configurations we realised for the study area by using optimisation
method for non weighted and weighted optimisation.

Table A1. All the configuration realised for optimisation at different probability of acceptance.

Various other configurations realised during the study for different probability of acceptance

Without weight optimisation Population weighted optimisation

Spatial mean prediction Error: 0.1990 Spatial mean prediction Error: 404.57

Spatial mean prediction Error: 0.2039 Spatial mean prediction Error: 363.34

Spatial mean prediction Error: 0.21179 Spatial mean prediction Error: 332.86
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Table A1. Cont.

Spatial mean prediction Error: 0.2018 Spatial mean prediction Error: 370.25

Spatial mean prediction Error: 0.1918 Spatial mean prediction Error: 385.52

Spatial mean prediction Error: 0.2027 Spatial mean prediction Error:405.39
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Table A1. Cont.

Spatial mean prediction Error: 0.2579 Spatial mean prediction Error: 387.15

Spatial mean prediction Error: 0.2043 Spatial mean prediction Error: 387.57

Spatial mean prediction Error: 0.19381 Spatial mean prediction Error: 27798.28
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Table A1. Cont.

Spatial mean prediction Error: 0.2094 Spatial mean prediction Error: 333.96
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